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Overview 

During the topic ‘Our Local Community’, the children will have the opportunity to 
listen to different stories linked to communities and our local area. These 
stories will provide opportunities for the children to focus upon familiar 
features of their local area: - such as local shops, libraries, cafe’s, parks, school 
and the health centre etc… The children will have opportunities to visit the local 
café – ‘Margaret’s café and identify the local features around school and on 
their walk. The children will also be able to walk to the local park / fields on 
Frome road and compare the similarities and differences between Longhill 
estate.  

For the second half term the children will be focussing upon other local areas 
such as the seaside / beach. They will have the opportunity to compare and 
learn about how the seaside is different from where the children live. The 
children will explore natural materials linked to the seaside and look carefully at 
objects that we may find when we visit the beach.  
 
 

Curriculum Focus 
Focussed attention will be placed on the prime areas, as well as Understanding 
the World, Expressive Arts and Design and Being Imaginative.  
 

Environment 
- Home corner using ‘real life’ objects and equipment for the children to 

access, linked to their own homelife experiences. 
- Reading area that links to the class stories 
- Fine motor development by squeezing, grating, patting and rolling 
- Funky Fingers Challenge Area – Developing Fine motor control e.g. 

tweezers, lacing / threading, tearing and cutting etc…  
 
 

Trips and Experiences  
- Visiting the local area – Margaret’s Café and observing local features such 

as shops, the library, the health centre and school. 
- Visit to the local park / fields on Frome road and comparing the area with 

 
Where do we 

live? 
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Longhill estate. 
- Minibus trip to the beach with smaller groups?  
- Visit to Beach Cove – Hornsea? 
- Showcase 
- Dad’s/Carers will be invited for a Father’s Day celebration 
- End of term celebration? 
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Physical Development – Prime Area 
Overview 

Through our stories, we will create links to physical development.  
In F1, we will develop gross motor skills by getting the children to use large brushes to 
brush the playground and make various patterns using water play. We will also have access 
to ribbons and chalks to develop anti clockwise movements in preparation for the early 
stages of writing and letter formation. We will ride bikes (2 and 3 wheeled) through the 
outdoor area and encourage spatial awareness by moving around fixed obstacles. We will 
have access to large boxes of different sizes which can be used for role play e.g. home 
corners and den making. We have different fixed equipment in the outdoor area that 
encourages climbing, jumping, balancing and moving in different ways, for example; Climbing 
in the pirate boat, walking along the plank and jumping into the water. 
Dough discos sessions will take place daily to develop fine motor sessions and finger 
strength ready for use of smaller equipment within the provision e.g. scissors, pencils, pens 
etc.  
Our funky finger challenge area will incorporate tasks for those that are ready to 
manipulate smaller equipment and develop their fine motor control such as holding 
tweezers, developing cutting and tearing techniques and threading/weaving materials.  
June 8th – 14th – Healthy Eating Week.  The children will also have opportunities to try local 
produce and discuss healthy eating options.  
Sports Day – The children will take part in a variety of non-competitive sports activities 
involving and developing a range of basic skills.  
 

Assessment Links 
40-60 Months Moving and Handling 
Experiments with different ways of moving. Jumps off an object and lands appropriately. 
Negotiates space successfully when playing racing and chasing games with other children, 
adjusting speed or changing direction to avoid obstacles. Travels with confidence and skill 
around, under, over and through balancing and climbing equipment. Shows increasing control 
over an object in pushing, patting, throwing, catching or kicking it. Uses simple tools to 
effect changes to materials. Handles tools, objects, construction and malleable materials 
safely and with increasing control. Shows a preference for a dominant hand. Begins to use 
anticlockwise movement and retrace vertical lines. Begins to form recognisable letters. 
Uses a pencil and holds it effectively to form recognisable letters, most of which are 
correctly formed.  
40-60 Months Health and self-care  
Eats a healthy range of foodstuffs and understands need for variety in food. Usually dry 
and clean during the day. Shows some understanding that good practices with regard to 
exercise, eating, sleeping and hygiene can contribute to good health. Shows understanding 
of the need for safety when tackling new challenges and considers and manages some risks. 
Shows understanding of how to transport and store equipment safely. Practices some 
appropriate safety measures without direct supervision.  
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Provision 
ü We will provide a range of obstacles for children to create their own courses and use their 

imaginations to develop these as the topic continues.   
ü Food tasting sessions will take place to sample healthy foods – linked to ‘Healthy Food week’.  
ü We will have sweeping brushes and paint rollers in the outdoor area to support our 

           physical movements. 
ü We will have playdough activities set up to build finger strength. This will include the use of 

rollers and cutters. 
ü Funky Fingers Weekly Challenge Area to develop fine motor precision skills. 
ü Daily Dough Disco sessions. 
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Communication and Language Development - Prime Area 
Overview 

We will listen to our key texts and our attention will be captivated using role-play 
items and signifiers to join in with the text. We will predict key events and make 
comments and create actions (signifiers) to match the events in the story. We will 
also develop our understanding of stories by creating our own questions about the 
book.  
We will also demonstrate our understanding of these key texts though answering 
questions and completed activities within the provision.  
We will continue to use our imagination to develop our narratives from the text and 
this will be encouraged using new vocabulary and modelled by our teachers. 
We will start to introduce ‘Chatta time’ with small groups to develop language and 
communication skills linked to retelling stories, describing main characters and 
modelling speaking in full sentences.  
 

Assessment Links 
40-60 Months- Listening and Attention 
Maintains attention, concentrates and sits quietly during appropriate activity. Two-
channelled attention – can listen and do for short span.  
40-60 Months- Understanding  
Responds to instructions involving a two-part sequence.  Understands humour, e.g. 
nonsense rhymes, jokes. Able to follow a story without pictures or props. Listens and 
responds to ideas expressed by others in conversation or discussion.  
 40-60 Months-Speaking 
Extends vocabulary, especially by grouping and naming, exploring the meaning and 
sounds of new words. Uses language to imagine and recreate roles and experiences in 
play situations. Links statements and sticks to a main theme or intention. Uses talk to 
organise, sequence and clarify thinking, ideas, feelings and events. Introduces a 
storyline or narrative into their play.  
 

Provision 
ü We will have a home corner area which will adapt and change into a beach café 

during the second part of the term to provide opportunities for social 
interactions, sharing and use of talk to communicate.  

ü Books will be displayed across the provision in different areas of key stories 
that link to key learning. Other resources will be available for children to use 
to recall significant parts of stories. 

ü Small world figures will be used within the provision to encourage talk and 
social situations for children. 

ü We will model speaking and sharing to the children and encourage them to 
do the same and listen to each other. 
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Personal, Social and Emotional Development - Prime Area 
Overview 

We will continue to work as a class to follow our class rules.  These expectations will be 
visible and referred to throughout the day. We will also introduce the school rules and 
practise school routines to the new intake after Easter. 
We will have daily circle time sessions, during which we will encourage the children to think 
about how they are feeling, answer a focus question or share their ideas or experiences.  
We will talk about the characters in our books - encouraging the children to think about 
the right and wrong choices they make, imagine how the character may feel at different 
parts of the story and draw on the children’s own experiences. 
We will model being restorative and encourage children to think about how they feel, seek 
solutions and repair relationships. 
‘Chatta time’ sessions will also assist in creating scenarios for the children to reflect and 
think about a particular situation and talk about their own and others feelings, what is 
right and wrong and how to solve issues in an appropriate way without causing conflict or 
upsetting others. 
 

Assessment Links 
40-60 Months Self-confidence and self-awareness 
Confident to speak to others about own needs, wants, interests and opinions. Can describe 
self in positive terms and talk about abilities.  
40-60 Months Managing feelings and behaviour 
Understands that own actions affect other people, for example, becomes upset or tries to 
comfort another child when they realise, they have upset them. Aware of the boundaries 
set, and of behavioural expectations in the setting. Beginning to be able to negotiate and 
solve problems without aggression, e.g. when someone has taken their toy.  
40-60 Months Making relationships 
Initiates conversations, attends to and takes account of what others say. Explains own 
knowledge and understanding, and asks appropriate questions of others. Takes steps to 
resolve conflicts with other children, e.g. finding a compromise. 
 

Provision 
ü We will have our class charter clearly visible. 
ü We will have a behaviour display and children will interact with this moving their 

picture up or down the icons. 
ü We will use images and items in the snack area as a stimulus for conversations and 

discussions. 
ü Stickers and rewards are used accordingly praising positive behaviour. 
ü Restorative practise is implemented within school to model good practise in relation 

to responding appropriately to issues / concerns regarding pupil’s behaviour.  
ü  
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Maths - Prime Area 
Overview 

Maths will be taught linked to the key texts, as well have discreet teaching. Children 
will be reciting number names from songs and books and then practise in order and 
recognise numerals. 
During the summer term the children will have focussed daily maths sessions 
implementing maths mastery resources available and issued by the NCETM (National 
Centre of Excellence and Teaching in Mathematics.) The children will focus upon a 
number a week and using the Number block episodes begin to understand the value of 
a number, how the number is represented in a variety of ways and understand simple 
facts linked to each number of the week. The children will be encouraged to count 
out different objects across the provision and teaching activities will be planned to 
develop number skills. This will then feed and prepare the children for a more 
focussed ‘Big Maths’ session when starting in F2.   
Shape, Space and Measure will be taught linked to stories (ordering sizes and 
measuring objects). Shapes will be displayed across the provision and children will be 
encouraged to make patterns and build with these.  
 
 

 

Assessment Links 
40-60 Months   Numbers 
Recognise some numerals of personal significance. Recognises numerals 1 to 5. Counts 
up to three or four objects by saying one number name for each item. Counts actions 
or objects which cannot be moved. Counts objects to 10 and beginning to count 
beyond 10. Counts out up to six objects from a larger group. Selects the correct 
numeral to represent 1 to 5, then 1 to 10 objects. Counts an irregular arrangement of 
up to ten objects. Estimates how many objects they can see and checks by counting 
them. Uses the language of ‘more’ and ‘fewer’ to compare two sets of objects. Finds 
the total number of items in two groups by counting all of them. Says the number 
that is one more than a given number. Finds one more or one less from a group of up 
to five objects, then ten objects. In practical activities and discussion, beginning to 
use the vocabulary involved in adding and subtracting. Records, using marks that they 
can interpret and explain. Begins to identify own mathematical problems based on 
own interests and fascinations.  
40-60 Months Shape, space and measures 
Beginning to use mathematical names for ‘solid’ 3D shapes and ‘flat’ 2-D shapes, and 
mathematical terms to describe shapes. Selects a particular named shape. Can 
describe their relative position such as ‘behind’ or ‘next to’. Orders two or three 
items by length or height. Orders two items by weight or capacity. Uses familiar 
objects and common shapes to create and recreate patterns and build models. Uses 
everyday language related to time. Beginning to use everyday language related to 
money. Orders and sequences familiar events. Measures short periods of time in 
simple ways.  
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Provision 
 

ü Numbers will be seen around the provision in various areas and pieces of 
equipment.  

ü Counting equipment will available for children to use and explore with.  
ü We will have shape pictures and names up around the provision across all 

areas.  
ü A number floor book will be available for the children to look at and add their 

own pictures / facts about each number.  
ü A number of the week display will be interactive and accessible for the 

children and changed / adapted weekly relating to the number of the week. 
ü 2D and 3D shapes will be available in the provision to make patterns and 

shapes.  
ü Measuring and weighing equipment will be available for children to measure a 

variety of different objects, including water and sand trays with a range of 
measuring resources and equipment available.  
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Literacy – Specific Area 
Overview 

We want to nurture a love of reading and books! Our curriculum is text based 
and many planned activities for the indoor and outdoor areas will draw on ideas from 
the focus text we are sharing. We will have daily story time sessions; the children 

will learn the story structure and we will discuss characters feelings at certain points 
in the story. We will use pictures from books to support and scaffold children in 

creating their own pieces of writing, using writing prompts. 
Adults will frequently model reading and writing. 

Daily phonics sessions will focus upon phase 1 activities linked to sound disclination, 
rhythm and rhyme and oral segmenting and blending skills. Phase 2 phonics activities 
and the teaching of letters and sounds will be taught to children who are ready for 

more focussed sessions and entering F2 next term. 
 

Assessment Links 
40-60 Months Reading 
Continues a rhyming string. Hears and says the initial sound in words. Can segment 
the sounds in simple words and blend them together and knows which letters 
represent some of them. Links sounds to letters, naming and sounding the letters of 
the alphabet. Begins to read words and simple sentences. Uses vocabulary and forms 
of speech that are increasingly influenced by their experiences of books. Enjoys an 
increasing range of books. Knows that information can be retrieved from books and 
computers. 
40-60 Months Writing 
Gives meaning to marks they make as they draw, write and paint. Begins to break the 
flow of speech into words. Continues a rhyming string. Hears and says the initial 
sound in words. Can segment the sounds in simple words and blend them together. 
Links sounds to letters, naming and sounding the letters of the alphabet. Uses some 
clearly identifiable letters to communicate meaning, representing some sounds 
correctly and in sequence. Writes own name and other things such as labels, captions. 
Attempts to write short sentences in meaningful contexts. 

 

Provision 
ü We will constantly model reading and treating books with respect. 
ü There are a variety of different books, both fiction and nonfiction, available 

for children to look at and read around the classroom. 
ü Name cards will be visible daily, and children will self-register by recognising 

their name. 
ü A phonics area and interactive display will be available for the children to use 

as a visual prompt to encourage independent basic reading and writing skills. 
ü We will constantly model reading to the children and discuss key vocabulary. 
ü We will have a range of writing activities available for the children. 
ü We will have various writing materials available for the children to experiment 

with. 
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Understanding the World – Specific Area 
Overview 

 

The children will learn about their local community and the area in which they live. 
The pupils will have the opportunity to tell stories about places and journeys they 
have been on.  
We will go for walks around our school grounds and notice changes in the environment 
During Spring into Summer.  We will also walk around our local environment, noticing 
features about where we live such as the buildings, amenities and public services e.g. 
libraries, health centre etc…In contrast to this we will visit a beach and compare the 
differences between Longhill estate and a more natural environment. We will talk 
about similarities, differences and changes that we see by looking carefully at 
objects, places and living things.  
We will celebrate Father’s Day (June 21st) by inviting Dad’s to come into school for a 
special afternoon to enjoy being with their children.  
During healthy eating week and Sports Day, we will have the opportunities to discuss 
healthy eating, keeping ourselves and our bodies fit and the benefits of exercise.  
 
 
 
 

Assessment Links 
40-60 Months People and Communities 
Enjoys joining in with family customs and routines.  
40-60 Months the World 
Looks closely at similarities, differences, patterns and change.  
40-60 Technology  
Completes a simple program on a computer. Interacts with age-appropriate computer 
software.  

Provision 
ü Natural materials items will be collected and displayed in the classroom area.  
ü Children will look at different pictures of spring and summer and describe 

what happens to the trees and plants 
ü Children will access to iPads to take pictures and complete simple programs.  
ü Books that are linked to healthy eating and keeping our bodies healthy. 
ü Our local environment photos – pictures and features of our local area 

displayed 
ü Seaside interactive display 
ü Home Corner – Providing a range of ‘real life’ objects relating to homelife 

experiences. 
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Expressive Arts and Design – Specific Area 
Overview 

The children will have weekly dance session were the children are able to move to the 
beat and rhythm of the music. The children can use musical instruments to play and 
tap along to the songs. 
Nursery Rhyme Prop Bags – The children will be able to access various bags including 
props from a number of songs / rhymes to dance and sing along to, accompanied by a 
range of musical instruments.  
The children will have access to different materials and can create their own models 
using recycled materials. The children will build models that link to their play and 
follow their interests – Shops / features from the local area 
The children will have opportunities to create their own landscape pictures – Beach / 
seaside – The children can collage or paint various scenes. 
 
 
 
 

Assessment Links 
40-60 Months Exploring and using media and materials 
Begins to build a repertoire of songs and dances. Explores the different sounds of 
instruments. Explores what happens when they mix colours. Experiments to create 
different textures. Understands that different media can be combined to create 
new effects. Manipulates materials to achieve a planned effect. Constructs with a 
purpose in mind, using a variety of resources. Uses simple tools and techniques 
competently and appropriately. Selects appropriate resources and adapts work where 
necessary. Selects tools and techniques needed to shape, assemble and join materials 
they are using.  
 40-60 Months Being imaginative 
Create simple representations of events, people and objects.  Initiates new 
combinations of movement and gesture in order to express and respond to feelings, 
ideas and experiences. Chooses particular colours to use for a purpose. Introduces a 
storyline or narrative into their play. Plays alongside other children who are engaged 
in the same theme. Plays cooperatively as part of a group to develop and act out a 
narrative. 

Provision 
ü We will create a stage outside and children can share their talents and 

perform for an audience.  
ü We will have instruments available for the children to experiment with. 
ü The children will have access to a variety of recycled materials and craft 

materials in our construction and creative areas. 
ü We will provide opportunities and stimuli for the children to experiment and 

explore colour mixing and using different tools and techniques in a range of 
contexts.  

ü We will create props from the stories and songs we share to enhance the 
writing area so that the children can create their own mini stories. 
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ü We will provide themed role play areas termly to encourage the children to 
participate in taking on roles and acting out experiences with others. 

 


